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Open Government
Richard Fenger – rfenger@uw.edu
After a post DATA Act report to Congress down period, we are kicking off the
renewed Open Government. During our hiatus we have remained plugged into
several data standardization and transparency activities with the government and
the data coalition
• Introductions
• Background
• Where we are now
• The Puzzle
• Aligning and supporting other FDP work
• Looking Ahead
• Future Projects
Moving forward we are looking to kick-off a couple of initiatives which will include
volunteers and proper organization and structure to manage our efforts
successfully
General presentation with half of the session dedicated to a discussion on targets
for our efforts

Moving Forward Key
Risks/Issues Identified

Meeting Summary

Volunteer
Opportunities

Kick-off our first demonstrable data centric analysis effort
Overall, our object was to reintroduce Open Government with new co-chairs while
walking through the data landscape as we see it. We wanted to make the case for
monitoring standardization and transparency efforts on going within the
government, legislation and amongst advocacy efforts. Additionally we look to
facilitate feedback for any of the government’s efforts. Finally, we look to
orchestrate data centric analysis and demonstrations. Another tenant is our
dedication to ensuring all other FDP effort are looped in whenever activities may
touch them. After laying the groundwork we touched off a conversation around
LoC and draw-downs and financial post award reporting hoping to exhibit on how
we might land on our first demonstrable target while judging enthusiasm for
various targets. The discussion was great and the willing participants were enough
to validate moving forward. A preliminary plan and a request for volunteers should
be going out shortly.
Draw-downs survey and analysis
Financial Reporting data elements standards and analysis in support of OMB18-24

